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Title P18: The theory of major scales 

Question(s) How can I work out any major scale? 
How can I recognise a major scale in the music I am singing? 

Activity Using an already familiar major scale (see P8-16 inc), investigate T-T-
ST-T-T-T-ST structure from which we derive the unique key signature 
for each scale.  
Identify notes of the scale and key signatures for major scales 
starting on A, Eb, E and Ab 
Recognise the pattern of sharps or flats in the key signatures of 
major keys and how they are written in treble and bass clef  
Identify the notes of the tonic chord in each, and find these in the 
music 
Speed read and sing 2 and 3 part music in these keys, starting by 
identifying the notes of the scale; tonic, subdominant, dominant and 
leading notes in treble and bass clef, and the tonic triad 
Draw examples from current choir repertoire 

Note Be prepared to give this unit plenty of time. Understanding the 
structure and pattern of key signatures of major keys is crucial to 
progress in Intermediate 1. 

 

 

A reminder of where the notes are on the keyboard:  

 

Study and sing this piece of music, presented as both a unison melody and in full score. 
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Answer these questions which will help you speed read the music.  

1. What key is this piece in?  
2. Identify and sing the tonic chord. Identify examples of the tonic chord in the melody 
3. What is the range of the melody? Find the highest and lowest notes 
4. What is the tempo and time signature of this piece? Add pulse dots to the music 
5. What patterns can you spot in the melody and rhythm? 
 

Major scales and key signatures 

What is a major scale? 

If you play and sing the note C, and then sing all the white notes on a keyboard going up: C D 
E F G A B C, you are singing an ascending C major scale. If you sing all the white notes coming 
back down again: C B A G F E D C, you are singing a descending major scale.  

Here is the round A B C D which uses a C major scale: 
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The notes in a scale pattern are always written down as line – space – line – space or space – 
line – space – line whether ascending or descending. When a tune uses a particular major 
scale, it is said to be in the key of that major scale. So, ABCD is in the key of C major, as it 
uses only the notes of the C major scale.  

What makes a major scale sound like a major scale are the intervals, or gaps, between the 
notes. Major scales use two intervals, the semitone and the tone. A semitone is the smallest 
possible gap between two notes on a keyboard, such as C-C# or E-F. A tone is two semitones, 
e.g. C-D or E-F#.  

The intervals in an ascending major scale are always: T T ST T T T ST, where T = tone and ST  
= semitone. Pick any note on the keyboard and you can make a major scale. Remember that 
every major scale must follow the pattern of letter names A B C D E F G A F and so on. So G 

major will have the notes G A B C D E F# G, and F major will have the notes F A B  C D E 
F. The name of the major scale will be the note it starts on. Try working out D major and 

B  major.  

Every major scale, except C major, needs to use some sharps and flats in order to keep to 
the interval pattern T T ST T T T ST. As a shortcut, we write those sharps or flats at the start 
of every stave, instead of having to write them in every time they appear in the music. This 
collection of sharps and flats written at the start of a stave are called a key signature.  

Here is the opening of Good King Wenceslas and Away in a manger. Good King Wenceslas is 
in G major and uses the notes G A B C D E F# G. Notice that all the Fs are F#s in this piece, 
even when they are written on the bottom space instead of the top line of the stave.  

 

Away in a manger is in F major, and this scale uses Bb: 

 

 

Speed-reading key signatures of major scales 
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If you can identify the major key (we will tackle minor keys later) the piece of music is in, you 
will be able to spot the notes of the scale, the tonic note (note 1) and tonic triad, the 
dominant note (note 5) and dominant triad, the subdominant (note 4) and leading note 
(note seven); cadences in the music and many other useful elements which will help you 
read the music more quickly and fluently.  

Each major scale has a unique key signature, and a unique tonic chord. This table shows you 
the key signatures for all major scales.  

Name of scale Key signature 
Key signature in the 

treble clef 
Key signature in the 

bass clef 

C major No sharps or flats 
  

G major F# 
  

D major F# and C# 

  

A major F#, C# and G# 

  

E major F#, C#, G# and D# 
  

B major F#, C#, G#, D#, and A# 

  

F# major F#, C#, G#, D#, A# and E# 

  

C# major F#, C#, G#, D#, A#, E# and B# 

  

F major Bb 

  

Bb major Bb and Eb 
  

Eb major Bb, Eb and Ab 

  

Ab major Bb, Eb, Ab and Db 
  

Db major Bb, Eb, Ab, Db and Gb 
  

Gb major Bb, Eb, Ab, Db, Gb and Cb 
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Cb major Bb, Eb, Ab, Db, Gb, Cb and Fb 

  
 

To understand the order of the sharps or flats in each key signature, learn the following 
useful facts: 

1. C major is the only major key with no sharps or flats in its key signature 
2. The order of the sharps in a key signature is: F#, C#, G#, D#, A#, E# and B#, or Father 

Charles Goes Down And Ends Battle. The sharps will always appear in this order, starting 
with F#, then F# and C#, and so on.  

3. The order of the flats in a key signature is: Bb, Eb, Ab, Db, Gb, Cb, and Fb or Battle Ends 
As Down Goes Charles' Father (the sharps backwards) The flats will always appear in this 
order, starting with Bb, then Bb and Eb, and so on.  

4. The order of the names of the major keys with sharps in their key signature is: G major, 
D major, A major, E major, B major, F# major and B# major. You could say: Go Down And 
End Battle Father Charles to remember this, or notice that the name of the key is one 
letter name higher than the final sharp in the key signature. 

5. The order of the names in the major keys with flats in their key signature is: F major, Bb 
major, Eb major, Ab major, Db major, Gb major and Cb major. It is easier to say Fred 
Bloggs Eats All Dogs Get Cracking for this one, or to notice that apart from F major, every 
major key with flats in its key signature takes the name of the final flat in the previous 
key signature.  

 

Study and sing page 65-67, bars 210-240, of ‘The King shall have pleasure’ 

1. What key is this section of the music in?  
2. Choose a part you don’t normally sing, team up with some other singers and work out 

the music, phrase by phrase. Check the notes you are singing against the keyboard to 
keep you on track.   

Going further: Try the same exercise with this round by William Boyce 
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